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Synopsis
Purchased by Becton Corporation in September 1997, the Esplanade Hotel is
ready for change; change which can build upon the site's history and
contribute positively to the fabric and life of St Kilda.
This report explains the evolution and detail of planning and design
parameters proposed to influence new development on the hotel site
located on the Upper Esplanade at St Kilda; parameters derived from a
broad and considered evaluation of the site and its urban context.
The planning and design parameters explained in the report are intended to
guide an urban planning and architectural solution which can make an
important contribution to the municipality and, at the same time, enhance
the key heritage values of this well known and revered St Kilda icon.
SJB Planning has been commissioned by Becton Corporation to:
• review current planning controls and policies and recommend changes to
them in light of the planning and design parameters developed through
Becton's planning and design competition and more recent strategic
planning work completed by Council and the State Government; and
• formulate an amendment to the Port Phillip Planning Scheme to realise the
redevelopment of the site.
In essence, the recommended controls facilitate a development concept
which:
retains and appropriately refurbishes the significant
components of the Esplanade Hotel;
sees demolition of minor parts of the Esplanade Hotel and
the Baymor Flats at the rear of the site;
facilitates development of the land, inclusive of new
buildings comprising an art gallery, artists studios, restaurants
and apartments;
provides an adequate supply of on-site car parking to serve
the development; and
. creates a new and exciting architectural landmark for St Kilda and
metropolitan Melbourne.
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1.0 Introductory Remarks
Becton Corporation purchased the Esplanade Hotel site in September 1997.

The Esplanade Hotel 1998
Upper Esplanade - St Kilda

Purchase of the site was made in the knowledge that it has a relatively recent
history of failed redevelopment proposals; proposals which have been
formulated within a relatively conservative planning framework and strong
community resistance to any development which threatens the Espy's place
in local culture.
Little has changed at the hotel since its purchase by Becton nine months
ago. The hotel trades much as it has done over the past twenty years. It
continues to be a well patronised watering hole and remains a popular
alternative venue for live music and comedy.
Former owners' expectations about redevelopment have, however, placed
the hotel and its site in a state of 'limbo', partly prolonged by restrictive
planning controls and legitimate community concerns about inappropriate
development. It is a state which has resulted in a decline in its general
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physical condition and appearance. Much of the site and its buildings are
now effectively closed off and/or underutilised.
Becton sees the Esplanade Hotel site as one of Melbourne's premier
development opportunities, underpinned by its key strategic location and,
therein, its considerable potential to contribute significantly to the fabric and
life of St Kilda. It sees its neglected state as an opportunity to create an
exciting future for the site and one which befits its elevated promenade
location.

2.0 Design Principles Competition
Sensitive to the Espy's history and place in local culture, Becton has used the
past nine months as an opportunity to research and investigate the
community's attitude towards the hotel and to identify aspirations for it.
The company's research and investigations revealed a diverse range of
views about the hotel and its future. The diversity of opinion encouraged the
company to embark on an Urban Planning & Design Principles Competition
as a means of exploring options for future development.
In preparation for the competition, Becton prepared a simple and flexible
brief, the key objective being the delivery of a well considered series of urban
planning and design principles which could be utilised in any future
development of the site. A copy of the competition brief, and a list of firms
invited to participate, is attached at Appendix 1.
The competition entrants (all leading design practices) were not issued with
specific design and development parameters but, rather, some general
guidance about how the competition might be approached. It was
reasonably expected, however, that all urban planning and design principles
developed would result in a commercially viable development outcome.
Becton appointed an Assessment Panel to consider and evaluate all
competition entries. This panel was chaired by Evan Walker, an architect and
academic and former Minister for Planning. Mr Walker was joined by:
• Professor Haig Beck - an architect and senior academic in the Faculty of
Architecture, Building and Planning at the University of Melbourne;
• Donlevy Fitzpatrick - a respected local entrepreneur and businessman well
known for the Dogs Bar and his role in the resurgence of St Kilda's George
Hotel; and
• Ronnie Burns - long time St Kilda resident and singer/ actor/ entertainer.
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Assessing each of the entries in detail, the panel decided on the approach
adopted by Nation Fender Katsalidis. This firm's planning and urban design
approach responded positively to what the panel unanimously believes are
the essential elements of any future development. These elements are:
• Retention of the main hotel building on the Upper Esplanade and the west
wing on Pollington Street. This wing includes the "Gershwin Room".
• Simple renovation of these elements of the hotel thereby ensuring it retains
its affordable and accessible character.
• Scope for a podium base to any higher building element.
• A residential tower having a landmark/beacon/lighthouse character to reestablish the site's prominence within St Kilda.
• Emphasis of the axial connection between the site and the St Kilda Pier.
• Active edges to side and rear frontages in the form of a low rise residential
"crust" sympathetic in scale to the adjacent existing two-storey urban
elements.
• Side walk cafes, restaurants and appropriate retail activity along the
Upper Esplanade frontage.
• Clear separation of residential and commercial activities.
• Car parking to be concealed on the site and not visible from surrounding
streets.
It was the Panel's expectation, therefore, than any architectural concept for
future development of this important site be prepared with these key design
principles in mind.

3.0

Information About The Site

3.1

Basic Site Characteristics

The subject site is located on the east side of Upper Esplanade at St Kilda. It is
an elevated and generally rectangular island site and, accordingly, each
boundary has frontage to a road as follows:
• Upper Esplanade - approximately 50 metres
• Victoria Street - approximately 90 metres
• Pollington Street (north-south) - approximately 49 metres
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• Pollington Street (east-west) - approximately 80 metres
The land compromises three separate Certificates of Title and slopes gently
upwards to the east. It has an area of approximately 4200 square metres.
Various buildings constructed over the past 100 years occupy the site. The
hotel itself, has been subject to various phases of alteration and addition. In
summary, the site comprises:
• the front building (Area A), which occupies the north-west corner of the
site. This wing is most prominent when viewed from the Upper Esplanade,
Jacka Boulevard and the St Kilda Pier;
• the west wing (Area B), a later addition to the rear of the original building
and which occupies much of the remaining part of the site's northern
boundary;
• the east wing (Area C), also a later addition to the rear of the original
building which extends in parallel with the west wing to occupy a central
part of the site;
• the hotel bottle shop and store (Area D) abuts the original hotel building
and occupies the south-west corner of the site with frontage to the Upper
Esplanade;
• the beer garden (Area E), a generally open area located to the east of
the bottle shop and store and south of the hotel's east wing; and
• the two storey Baymor Flats (Area F) which occupy part of the south-east
corner of the site. To the north of the flats is an open and neglected
common garden area (Area G).
Each of these elements of the site are identified in the Site Plan at Figure 1.
The site's relationship with its near neighbours is illustrated at Figure 2 - Site
Peripheral Analysis.
3.2

Heritage Status of Existing Buildings

The buildings on the site have recently been the subject of detailed
investigation as a means of establishing their level of cultural significance. A
copy of the Conservation Analysis prepared for Becton by Allom Lovell &
Associates accompanies this report at Appendix 2. Other heritage reports,
such as that prepared by Hubbard & Juhola (1989) and Hubbard (1998) are
available from the City of Port Phillip. These reports variously explain the
history of the development of the site and the cultural significance of the
buildings on it.
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The Esplanade Hotel has twice been considered for inclusion on the Victorian
Heritage Register (and its predecessor the Register of Historic Buildings). On
both occasions (first in 1989 and again in 1998) the Heritage Council (and its
predecessor the Historic Buildings Council) determined that the building does
not meet the threshold of significance required to warrant state registration.
At present, the hotel and, to a lesser extent, the Baymor Flats, are recognised
as buildings having local significance. Notwithstanding this, to date neither
building has been given individual protection in the Port Phillip Planning
Scheme. Demolition of these buildings is, therefore, subject to the discretion
of the responsible authority pursuant to Development Control and Urban
Conservation Area overlay controls.

4.0 Current and Proposed Future Planning Controls
4.1

Current Planning Controls

Zoning
The subject site is located in the St Kilda Residential and Tourist Zone (59R1)
pursuant to the provisions of the Port Phillip Planning Scheme. The purposes of
the zone, inter alia, are
To provide a mix of residential, tourist and related commercial
development, while retaining buildings of historic or
architectural significance and promoting design of new
buildings to complement the architectural character of the
area.
Flats require a planning permit. Other uses, such as hotel, shop, art gallery,
place of assembly, cafe and restaurant are also permissible subject to a
planning permit.
Overlay Controls
Two overlay controls apply to the site. It is located in an Urban Conservation
Area (UC1) and a Development Control Area (DC3A). These controls impose
a height limit of 18 metres and front, rear and side boundary setback
requirements for buildings. They also stipulate that a planning permit is
required for demolition of any existing building or part of a building.
In general terms, these overlay controls seek to preserve buildings of
architectural and historical significance and to encourage retention of those
features that enhance the appearance of the St Kilda foreshore.
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Car Parking
Car parking requirements for the site are set out in the provisions of Clause 19
of the Port Phillip Planning Scheme. For residential development, the scheme
prescribes a standard rate of 2 spaces per dwelling, with a reduced rate of
0.5 spaces per dwelling being the lower rate which may be acceptable. The
Good Design Guide for Medium Density Housing generally requires 1.5 spaces
per dwelling for multi-dwelling developments.
4.2

New Port Phillip Planning Scheme

The new Port Philip Planning Scheme has been through a period of public
exhibition and an Independent Panel has reported on the suitability of the
Scheme, as well as on submissions made about it. The Panel has reported its
findings to Council and suggested that there be a number of changes to the
scheme prior to its adoption and approval. A copy of the Panel's report is
available from the City of Port Phillip.
Zoning
At present, the new scheme proposes that the site be included in a
Residential 1 Zone. The purposes of the zone are:
To implement the State Planning Policy Framework and the
Local Planning Policy Framework, including the Municipal
Strategic Statement and local planning policies.
To provide for residential development at a range of densities
with a variety of dwellings to meet the housing needs of all
households.
In appropriate locations, to allow educational, recreational,
religious, community and a limited range of other nonresidential uses to serve local community needs.

These objectives do not clearly address the long-standing use of the site for a
major entertainment venue of wider local significance.
Under the zone controls, most types of dwellings will require a planning
permit. An art gallery, food and drink premises (ie cafes and restaurants) and
hotel will also be uses which require a permit. A nightclub and most retail
activities are also uses allowed with a planning permit.
Overlay Controls
The new scheme also proposes that the site be covered by a Design and
Development Overlay (DDO6B) and Heritage Overlay (HO). In summary, the
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Design and Development Overlay is intended to retain the development
controls currently affecting the site; more specifically, mandatory height and
building setback controls.
The Independent Panel which reviewed the new planning scheme was
critical of the direct translation of existing development controls, in their
current form, stating that they are not a suitable form of control for anything
other than an interim period having regard to the intent of the new Victoria
Planning Provisions. The Panel formed this view as the proposed controls are
expressed in absolute terms rather than being performance based. The
Panel noted that there is nothing in the planning scheme to enable the
assessment of proposals which seek to exceed any of the controls.
In this regard, the Panel went on to say that absolute controls over height,
setbacks and plot ratio are contrary to the spirit of the planning reform
program and the new planning system emerging from it.
In making a recommendation that the proposed development controls (as
translated from the current scheme) be allowed to remain in place until 31
December 1998, the Panel was cognisant that the Council is undertaking an
Urban Character Study to provide a strategic basis for development
guidelines. The Panel stated that it is unlikely that absolute controls will be
acceptable if arising from the Urban Character Study. Rather, the Panel sees
the Urban Character Study as an opportunity to establish a strategic basis for
any development controls, together with clear guidelines about how
discretion is to be exercised when a permit is required to vary a control.
Car Parking
The new planning scheme will incorporate parking requirements consistent
with the Victoria Planning Provisions. Like the existing planning scheme, the
new controls will provide for a standard and reduced requirement for a wide
range of land uses. In respect of a proposal for the Esplanade Hotel site, the
following requirements are relevant:
•
•
•

supply between 1 and 2 spaces for any dwelling;
supply between 0.3 and 0.6 spaces per seat for any restaurant;
supply between 0.1 and 0.3 spaces for each square metre of floor space
for a place of assembly (ie art gallery).

Notwithstanding these requirements, a permit may be granted to waive car
parking depending, inter alia, on parking demand and supply characteristics
of the area.
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5.0 Strategic Planning Framework
5.1

State and Metropolitan Planning Policy

The State Government's policy objectives are contained in various key policy
documents including Living Suburbs - A Policy for Metropolitan Melbourne in
the 21st Century (1995) and Creating Prosperity - Victoria's Capital City Policy
(1994).
In summary, key planning directions outlined in such documents seek to:
• Provide a business environment conducive to sustainable long term
economic growth.
•

Build on Melbourne's strengths as an international transport, production
and communications hub.

• Strengthen links between Melbourne and regional Victoria to increase the
competitiveness of the Victorian economy as a whole.
• Enhance Melbourne's environment and liveability.
• Create a more functional City by better managing Melbourne's
infrastructure and urban development.
These objectives are also embodied in the State Planning Policy Framework,
a framework designed to assist local government in setting strategic
directions for their municipalities and administering their planning schemes.
The Esplanade Hotel site and, indeed, many other sites in and around the St
Kilda foreshore, has a role to play in revitalising an area which has long failed
to realise its full potential. They are sites which combine to be a land resource
of state significance. Creative ideas and a considered approach to
planning and design in this area, have much to contribute to Melbourne's
identity and its attractiveness as a place to live and visit.
Of course, the Esplanade Hotel and Baymor Flats site is generally recognised
as one which is underdeveloped in the inner urban context. There is little
doubt, therefore, that is has the potential to make a more meaningful
contribution to urban consolidation; a key metropolitan policy. In doing so,
the site could better contribute to the vitality of local shopping and leisure
precincts, provide new services and facilities, create jobs and assist in
sustaining the catchment for local business and community infrastructure.
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5.2

Local Planning Policy

The City of Port Phillip recognises that it has an important role to play in the
achievement of the State Government's planning and economic
development objectives.
In its recently prepared Municipal Strategic Statement, Council
acknowledges that the City of Port Phillip contains a substantial proportion of
the State's significant tourist features and infrastructure and that it possesses
considerable opportunities for appropriate new development to occur.
Upper Esplanade and Foreshore Precinct
Council is, of course, keen to protect and enhance the special qualities of
the foreshore and areas around it by ensuring that new development exhibits
design excellence and does not adversely impact on urban character and
neighbourhood amenity, particularly in the generally lower scale and more
established residential neighbourhoods.
The Upper Esplanade has long been identified as a precinct whose
residential character should be reinforced and, at the same time, its
promenading function with linkages to Fitzroy Street, Acland Street and the
foreshore should be developed. This was a stated aim of Council's St Kilda
Foreshore and Environs Strategy 1991. Within this context, the strategy
identified well designed high rise development incorporating small scale
restaurants, cafes, art galleries and other compatible uses at lower levels, as
a generally appropriate planning direction for the precinct.
Achieving residential consolidation of the Upper Esplanade has,
unfortunately, been somewhat constrained by planning policy which has
provided only limited opportunities for creative and visually interesting
architectural solutions. Mandatory height controls have, for example,
resulted in generally lower, but more bulky designs which have been
criticised as making little positive contribution to urban planning and
architecture. Previous proposals for the Esplanade Hotel have exhibited
these characteristics.
In short, it is considered that a policy preoccupation with uniform building
height without regard to individual site analysis has served to stifle, rather than
encourage, the emergence of exciting architectural solutions.
Car Parking
Car parking in the area, has also been controversial. Ways in which to create
and manage a supply of car parking that balances general levels of
demand against the local amenity impacts caused by the high parking
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demand generated during the summer months, at night and on weekends, is
a key challenge.
In this regard, Council has recently completed the Fitzroy Street Parking
Precinct Plan. The plan is intended to become Council policy and provides
guidance in respect of parking supply for new development aimed at
satisfying full peak parking demand.
5.3

St Kilda Triangle - Urban Design Objectives for the Area

At present, the Department of Infrastructure and the Port Phillip City Council
are compiling a strategic review of foreshore conditions in the City of Port
Phillip, looking specifically at ways in which key activity nodes like St Kilda and
Port Melbourne can be "repositioned" in the face of development pressures;
pressures emerging from Melburnian's renewed interest in the bayside as a
place to live and visit.
The study is not yet complete, however, an interim report released recently
seeks to:
•
•
•

clarify urban design objectives for the area;
provide a context for future development of key Crown land sites in St
Kilda; and
provide alternative development scenarios and subsequently a design
brief for the sites in question.

Throughout, interim documentation identifies the need to improve the role
and image of the Upper Esplanade in the foreshore precinct. The
opportunity to link activities in Fitzroy and Acland Streets, as well as public
areas to the west, is identified. The role of the Upper Esplanade in the
pedestrian network should be enhanced and built forms should be used to
form a stronger spatial / activity relationship across the Esplanade and
foreshore while recognising and protecting significant views and vistas.
In its commentary on Built Form and Environment, the Esplanade Hotel site is
identified as a landmark location; the point at which key views from the north
(Beaconsfield Parade), west (St Kilda Pier) and south (Marine Parade/Jacka
Boulevard) converge. As such, the review document, suggests that the site
has potential to heighten the drama of the spatial dialogue between various
components in the area.

6.0

Urban Context Analysis

The Esplanade Hotel clearly occupies a prominent position on St Kilda's
Upper Esplanade. New development on the site will be, and should be,
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conspicuous in its urban context. Mindful of this prominence, future
development on the site should be planned having regard to a detailed and
critical analysis of the site's characteristics and key influences.
6.1

Inner Melbourne Context

St Kilda is located just a few kilometres south of central Melbourne (refer
Figure 3 - Urban Context).
The suburb's early traditions as a seaside resort and holiday suburb began
during the 1860's and was well established by the late 1800's. Now, St Kilda is
much more than a holiday destination. And, while home to many
Melburnians, it remains one of Melbourne's premier tourist destinations, not
only because of the attractiveness and magnetism of the foreshore but, also,
because of the many cultural and leisure destinations it offers.
St Kilda, and the Fitzroy Street / Acland Street / Foreshore Precinct, in
particular, is readily accessible by car and is well served by regular public
transport. It offers Melburnians a tangible link to cultural, leisure and social
bayside activities. It is an important metropolitan destination which attracts
many thousands of visitors during the height of summer and on special festival
occasions. It is, therefore, a precinct of significance to all Melburnians and
many visitors to our city.
It is also a locality which has grown in popularity as a place to live and, as a
result, is subject to development pressure as more and more people seek to
take advantage of St Kilda's proximity to central Melbourne and Port Phillip
Bay.
6.2

Development Framework

Figure 4 places the Esplanade Hotel site in a broad development framework.
Located at the outer most point of the arc of The Upper Esplanade, it is
ideally placed to support an eastern reference point to frame city views of
the bay. This role is currently performed by Arrandale, the high rise apartment
building on the adjacent site to the north-west. The western point of
reference is already established by emerging development at Beacon Cove
and Port Melbourne and by the Williamstown Peninsula.
6.3

Local Context

The site is located between two of Melbourne's most popular activity
precincts being Fitzroy and Acland Streets (refer Figure 5 - Local Context). It is
also elevated above the St Kilda triangle (the entertainment precinct
bounded by Jacka Boulevard, the Upper Esplanade and Shakespeare
Grove). This precinct and the adjacent foreshore contain significant public
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metropolitan land assets. The areas immediately north, west and east of the
Esplanade Hotel site are predominantly residential and form part of the area
traditionally known as St Kilda Hill.
At present, access between the activity precincts and the St Kilda triangle
and foreshore is disjointed. Notwithstanding the area's popularity and wide
ranging attraction, little has occurred in the way of development or civic
improvements to bring these key precincts together.
6.4

Visual Factors

The Esplanade Hotel site and its position in the arc of the Upper Esplanade,
means that it is a focus in many significant views (refer Figure 6 - Visual
Factors). The hotel is visible in the southern approach to St Kilda along Marine
Parade and Jacka Boulevard and in the northern approach along
Beaconsfield Parade. It is prominent in views from the St Kilda Pier and from
Hobsons Bay and Williamstown.
While there is a nostalgia about the Upper Esplanade, its current appearance
does not befit its elevated context and geographical position. The hotel site,
itself, has fallen into disrepair over time. The bottle shop extension was
crudely added to the hotel on an exposed part of the site.
Other more recent developments such as the Novotel have angered people
as they have made little architectural contribution to the area. The Besser
block wall along the Upper Esplanade's south-western alignment is
characterless and is not evocative of life and activity in St Kilda. The road
reserve is expansive and, while planting exists on its south-western side, its
north-eastern side is defined by drab footpaths and an absence of street
planting.
At present, glimpses to the bay are appreciated from both Pollington and
Victoria Streets when travelling down the hill in a south-westerly direction. It is
important that new development on the site retain these glimpses of the
foreshore and not narrow the field of view.
6.5

Land Use

Land use along the Upper Esplanade is predominantly residential - a dress
circle looking to a stage of entertainment and recreational assets including
Luna Park, the Palais Theatre, St Kilda Beach and the pier, the St Kilda
Seabaths and Catani Gardens (refer Figure 7 - Land Use). The scale of older
and more recent forms of residential development demonstrates a desire to
take advantage of views to the bay.
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'The Esplanade Hotel, itselt, has been part of me upper Espianaae- s resiaermai
-character. In its heyday, it was one of a number of hotels providing
accommodation for seaside visitors. Of course, this role diminished over time
'with the growth and expansion of Melbourne and the advent of cars, public
transport and improved road networks.
The Upper Esplanade has also had a long history of public entertainment with
notable contributors being the former St Moritz Ice Skating Rink and, more
recently, the St Kilda Sunday Market. The hotel too, has traditionally been a
popular place for gathering and socialising.
.6.6 Circulation and Access
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:The road and street network around the Esplanade Hotel site (refer Figure 8 .Site Peripheral Circulation and Access) is generally well developed and
Council's traffic and parking management schemes in recent years have
-sought to minimise the impact of traffic on established residential areas close
to the hub of visitor activity.
However, large numbers of visitors at night and on weekends, particularly
during the summer months, do place additional pressures on the area which
often frustrate many of those who live and work in the area.
While it is not the primary hub of activity, the Upper Esplanade is the obvious
and most popular route between Fitzroy and Acland Streets. It provides a
good supply of sought after kerbside parking for those visiting these centres or
the restaurants and activities along the foreshore. Additional pressure on the
,street is created by the Sunday Market which occupies the footpath on the
seaward side of the street.
Pedestrian access along the Upper Esplanade is good. However, there are
few defined opportunities to cross the road for access between the foreshore
and the residential areas of St Kilda Hill.
6.7

Climatic Factors, Open Space and Vegetation

'The Esplanade Hotel site's elevated position exposes it to northerly winds in
summer and cool southerly winds off the bay in winter (refer Figure 9). The
southerly winds with their salt spray restricts plant species and growing
:'conditions along the Upper Esplanade.

PROGRAM SPONSOR

PROGRAM SUPPORTER

The site, however, enjoys outlook and access to key public open spaces
including Alfred Square (to the south-east), the Catani Gardens (to the northwest) and the St Kilda foreshore (to the south) all of which contain the
distinctive Canary Island palms.
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7.0

Planning and Design Parameters for New Development

This commentary on site characteristics and urban context suggests that any
future development of the Esplanade Hotel site should have regard to
planning and design parameters which appropriately address the following
key issues:
•
•
•
•

Land Use and Activities
Heritage Conservation
Building Form and Design
Car Parking and Access

7.1

Land Use and Activities

A strong history of residential use on the site and along the Upper Esplanade
overwhelmingly indicates that future development should be predominantly
residential in nature. Such a use would be consistent, not only with urban
consolidation policy, but also with longstanding local policies relating to land
use in the precinct between Fitzroy Street and Acland Street.
The site's long history as a place of leisure and entertainment also suggests
that these activities have a role in the site's future, particularly having regard
to the popularity and cultural significance of the Espy as an entertainment
venue. To this extent, much of the hotel's existing entertainment spaces
could be legitimately retained for continued enjoyment by the public.
The hotel bottle shop and store, do little to enhance the appearance of the
site, or the public's enjoyment of it. They need not be a part of any new
development proposal and should, in fact, be removed to make way for
land use elements which could be a focus for new leisure-based activities
which are complementary to the hotel (refer Figure 10 - Active Frontages)
and which help to encourage pedestrian use of the Upper Esplanade. These
uses should be distinguished and adequately separated from residential uses.
7.2

Heritage Conservation

While the hotel site has long been viewed as a development opportunity, the
community's attachment to the hotel building and its cultural identity and
connections have been factors which have stalled a new and viable future
for the site.
The cultural heritage values of the site are now well recognised and, after a
recent hearing before Victoria's Heritage Council, it is understood, though
not yet widely accepted, that the hotel is not a building of State significance.
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Despite this, the Espy holds an important place in the heritage of St Kilda, due
mainly to its associations with popular culture, entertainment and leisure. In
this context, it is appropriate to aim to ensure that any future development of
the site should seek, as far as reasonably possible, to retain elements of
particular interest to the community. Broadly, these elements are those
contained in the main body of the hotel and its west wing on Pollington
Street.
To this end, any new development on the site, should include retention of the
main and most popular parts of the hotel, but in a way which ensures that
they remain relatively affordable and accessible. Consistent with the
recommendations of the Design Assessment Panel, conservation and
refurbishment works should not seek to change the essential character of
these spaces but, rather, to improve the public's appreciation and
enjoyment of them.
Elements of the site which have limited significance could be demolished to
make way for new development components which can make their own
contemporary contribution to the area; a contribution which will continue the
architectural evolution of St Kilda.
7.3

Building Form and Design

As an island site, the hotel property is separated from neighbouring
development by Pollington and Victoria Streets. These streets contain mostly
residential land uses of two primary types (refer Figure 2 - Site Peripheral
Analysis). At the eastern perimeter are detached and attached housing
forms of generally low scale and height. North and south of the site are
higher apartment buildings (Arrandale and Bayview) which have been
designed to maximise views to the surrounding area. While these buildings
have exploited their site's key attributes, they have made little architectural
contribution to the area. Their design, as opposed to their height, diminishes
their contribution to the character of the Upper Esplanade.
The subject site occupies a promontory, or point, where significant views from
surrounding locations converge. This characteristic allows it to sustain taller
building elements than other sites in the locality. It will also reduce the current
prominence of the Arrandale and Bayview buildings. It is preferable in design
terms, that any taller element be placed on the site in a way which maximises
its architectural effect and minimises amenity impacts.
New development should be composed to promote the site's landmark
status while still respecting its relationships with the surrounding streets. The
scale and setback of development should not overwhelm the streetscape or
alienate pedestrians.
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Retaining the main parts of the Esplanade Hotel. The hotel is a readily
identifiable landmark and bears testimony to an earlier generation of
residential development on the Upper Esplanade.
Creating a podium component to strengthen the identity of the site's
boundaries. The height of the podium should be guided by the height of
the Espy and wrap from the rear of the site around to its south-west corner.
In this way, the scale of the podium will not overwhelm a range of lower
buildings forms to the north, east and south.
Positioning a taller structure behind the Espy, set back from the Upper
Esplanade. Positioning the tower in this location will, as the Design Panel
suggested, emphasise the site's axial connection with St Kilda Pier and
minimise impact on the foreshore environs. The mid levels of any tower
should be generally referenced to other taller development in the
immediate area, most notably, the Arrandale and Bayview buildings.
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Designing and positioning the floor plate of taller elements to allow for a
reasonable sharing of views and minimise overshadowing impacts on the
foreshore and beach. Taller elements should also be articulated and
finished in a way which reduces mass and creates visual interest. Its form
should be elegant, slender and "lighthouse' like, thereby creating the
beacon which the Design Panel believed would prove worthy of the site's
prominent location in the metropolitan area.
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Car Parking and Access

Any new development on the site will generate demand for car parking. The
Design Panel was strongly of the view that any car parking associated with
the development should be entirely contained within the interior of the site. It
further considered that car parking should be provided at rates which would
prove adequate for the uses and not impose a burden on an area which
r regularly suffers from peak period undersupply.
The Esplanade Hotel was built prior to the introduction of planning controls
and, as a result, has never provided patrons with on-site car parking. New
• development on the site has the potential to provide some car parking for
the hotel where previously there has been none.
„
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'• Surrounded by four streets, the site offers many options for vehicular access
(refer Figure 10 - Access and Street Frontages). A key design challenge,
however, is to develop a proposal which provides vehicular access and
egress in a way which does not place an unacceptable load on the
Qsurrounding street network.
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It is considered that a successful traffic and parking design outcome would:
• Expressly avoid direct vehicular access from the Upper Esplanade. Such
an access would interrupt the congruity and flow of people-orientated
activities most appropriately located at street level.
•

Create more than one vehicular ingress and egress points which will
better distribute and share the flow of traffic to and from the site and
ensure that neither Pollington or Victoria Street is unreasonably affected.
Points of access and egress should be treated to ensure the safety of
pedestrians

• Ensure that drivers approach from and leave via the Upper Esplanade.
Concentrating traffic on the Upper Esplanade (a wide road with
adequate capacity) will ensure that approaches from and departures to,
the east (via Acland and Victoria Streets) are minimised.
• Provide adequate areas for loading and unloading goods.
•

Separate public car parking areas from privately owned car parking
areas.

Grogan Richards Ply Ltd, has prepared a traffic engineering report which
canvasses in more detail traffic, parking and access issues which should be
considered when planning for any new development on the site (refer
Appendix 3).
Due consideration of existing and likely future traffic characteristics will ensure
a planning and design outcome which reasonably balances the needs of
any future residents and users of activities based at the site against those of
local residents.

8.0 A Concept for New Development
Nation Fender Katsalidis (NFK), winner of Becton's design principles
competition, has prepared a notional development concept for the site; a
concept which could reasonably form the basis for a detailed design which
can respond to the key design issues and parameters identified in this report.
The key built form determinants of the NFK concept are described in Figure 11
- Establishment of Building Form. This single dimension analysis has been
translated into a Building Envelope Concept illustrated at Figure 12 and an
explanation of three key design principles appears at Figures 13, 14 & 15.
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The development along Pollington Street is at an
appropriate height and scale to the neighbouring
properties and, by acting as a mediator to the tower
placed to the west of this podium, provides an
appropriate transition to the presence of the tower.

Elevating the lower podium residences on a richly
textured plinth allows security for the occupants from
passing ground activity while providing a richly textured
and inherently characteristic experience for the passerby.

The lower podium and the rear of the site also attempts
to diffuse the views to the mid levels of the tower from
the neighbouring properties, lessening the perceived
bulk in the skyline.
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north west is articulated with a taller element of
comparable height to the front section of the hotel to
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along the boundary between the old and the new.
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It can be seen from these illustrations that the concept clearly focuses on
responding to the design objectives outlined by the Design Assessment Panel
(refer page 4 of this report) rather than detailed design and internal planning.
- This broader design approach was encouraged by the Design Assessment
Panel and is consistent with the planning and design approach now
deliberately encouraged by the City of Port Phillip.
In general, therefore, the concept developed by NFK proposes:
Retention of the main components of the Esplanade Hotel, including the
west wing, along Pollington Street. The hotel would remain much as it is
today with only low key refurbishment work to ensure that access remains
affordable. The upper levels of the hotel which have not been actively
used for many years could be utilised by the arts community. Becton has
already explored opportunities for the establishment of an art gallery and
artists studios in any future development of the site.
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Removal of the hotel bottle shop and store to provide a space for a new
building element which will address the street. At ground level, a new
building element in this part of the site would be suited to a restaurant or
similar "people-orientated" use. The forecourt to the hotel and new
building at the site's frontage to the Upper Esplanade can be treated to
enhance its public focus (refer to Landscape Concepts prepared by Mark
McWha at Appendix 4).
Removal of the Baymor Flats in the rear part of the site, together with the
east wing of the Espy. Demolition of these buildings would provide the
opportunity to create a new podium building which wraps eastward
around the site from the Upper Esplanade, along Victoria and Pollington
Streets. This podium is the low rise component in the concept and its
height varies as the land slopes downward from east to west. In general
terms, however, the height of the podium has been directly influenced by
the height of the existing hotel.
The podium would also be the element which generally links uses in any
new development and is ideally suited to accommodating a range of car
parking, back of house and delivery activities. Vehicle entry points would,
consistent with sound traffic management practices, be located in
Pollington and Victoria Street with movements to and from these areas
encouraged from the Upper Esplanade.
1:69
ILR4V
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Some parts of the podium, for example, the upper levels at the front of the
site, would be suited to residential use.
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• Above the podium, the mid levels of the building emerge. These levels
would accommodate apartments which can take advantage of
panoramic views around the site. At these levels, residential uses on the
site would be clearly separated from the commercial activities in the hotel
and the new building proposed at the frontage. These mid levels are
considered to be the "main anchor" providing a transition of scale from
flanking taller structures including the Arrandale and Bayview residential
buildings. The tower form emerges on the southern side of the site with the
footprint designed to enable a reasonable sharing of views.
• At the building's uppermost levels, its footprint diminishes in the northern
part of the site rising only in the mid section of the Victoria Street frontage.
This tall and slender form is beacon-like and aims to promote and enhance
the site's geographical significance on the outer arc of the Upper
Esplanade through its striking shape and this should be enhance through
detailed design.
A new development of this scale would cast shadows beyond the
boundaries of the site. Preliminary shadow studies have been prepared for
the development concept described above. These studies (refer Figures 1922) show that a development of this type would cast some early and mid
morning shadows to the beach and bay at 22 June, the date when the sun is
lowest in the sky.
The extent of shadow cast by the development at this time must, however,
be assessed in the context of shadows being cast by existing development in
the area, including the St Kilda Sea Baths. By 11.00am, the development
would not cast shadows which affect St Kilda Beach.
Between September and March (the warmer six months of the year), the
development would cast no shadows on the beach and, by 11.00am at the
equinox, there would be no shadow cast onto the foreshore or the St Kilda
triangle site.

9.0 Proposed Amendment to the Port Phillip
Planning Scheme
To allow redevelopment of the Esplanade Hotel site to occur in line with the
principles described in this report, a change to current planning controls
would be needed.
We have prepared a proposal for an amendment to the Port Phillip Planning
Scheme which would facilitate the redevelopment and use of the site in a
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manner which we believe is appropriate. A copy of the proposed
amendment is attached as Appendix 5 to this report.
As approval of the new Port Phillip Planning Scheme is imminent, the form of
the amendment is designed to be consistent with the format of the new
scheme.
In summary, the amendment proposed will:
1.

Place the land in a Mixed Use Zone

Comment
The planning scheme as submitted by Council to the Minister for approval
proposes to zone the land Residential 1. This residential zone prohibits most
retail and entertainment uses. The Mixed Use Zone, however, will preserve
these land use opportunities for the site (opportunities which exist in the
current planning scheme) but at the same time allow residential use at
comparatively high density on the balance of the land.
2.

Remove the land from Development Control Area 3A

Comment
Development Control Area 3A currently contains height and setback controls
which provide little opportunity for a creative and innovative development
on this important site.
The Planning Scheme as submitted for approval, proposes to include the land
in a Design and Development Overlay (DDO6B). The Design and
Development Overlay directly translates the front, side and rear set back
requirements and mandatory 18 metre height limit contained in the current
Planning Scheme.
The Independent Panel reviewing the new Planning Scheme has stated that
the direct translation of these development controls into the new scheme is
not consistent with the planning reform program and, accordingly, these
controls, and the height control in particular, will need to be deleted in the
coming months in favour of a performance-based approach using policy
guidelines for development.
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10.0 Summary
The Esplanade Hotel site is an important metropolitan landmark; not only
because of its prominent location on the arc of the Upper Esplanade. It has
long been identified as a prospective development opportunity having the
potential to contribute much to the life and urban fabric of St Kilda.
Development options for the site to date have, however, been constrained
by now outdated planning controls; controls which have ultimately led to
unimaginative and relatively crude building forms which potentially
contribute lithe to the development of the area.
Becton Corporation has a bold vision for the Esplanade Hotel; a vision which
has evolved from a comprehensive examination of the site's opportunities
and constraints. Unashamedly, this vision envisages demolition of less
significant elements of the site and the creation of a new and elegant
composition of buildings which will:
• embrace the cultural values of the Espy;
• enhance the promenade function of the Upper Esplanade;
• improve linkages between Acland and Fitzroy Streets and peopleorientated activities on and about the foreshore;
• provide new housing for people wishing to live in St Kilda;
• add car parking to the area;
• create a metropolitan landmark a high architectural value; and
• re-activate the whole of the site to overcome its blighted state.
For a development of this type to occur, a new set of planning controls is
needed for the site. The proposed amendment to the Port Phillip Planning
Scheme embodies the planning and design principles emerging from
Becton's Design Competition and recent strategic planning work. It will pave
the way for detailed design exercises which will give the site an exciting and
prominent future which all Melburnians can enjoy.
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